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We are seeking contributions to an edited volume focusing on the plurality of Media Interpreting 

(MI) studies from a global perspective over the last decade. This volume sets out to explore 

the most recent studies on MI from authoritative voices around the world. 

 

MI, sometimes also referred to as broadcast interpreting, is a form of language transfer in the 

media (or audiovisual translation, in the broader sense) used primarily for live mass media 

broadcasts (Pöchhacker 2010). Over the last three decades, MI has received increasing attention 

from interpreting scholars (e.g., Kurz 1990). One of the reasons is that we live in an exceedingly 

globalized world and live mass media broadcasts are increasingly commonplace. 

 

Radio interpreting was the first embodiment of MI. It all started back in the 1930s, when 

renowned conference interpreters such as André Kaminker and Hans Jacob interpreted speeches 

by Hitler in the simultaneous mode for French radio. Nowadays, MI includes numerous 

scenarios, modes, and modalities depending on the event and on the culture of the host country 

or region and several other factors. Certain broadcast stations prefer the consecutive mode to 

engage the interpreter in a triadic conversational exchange so that the interpreter becomes very 

much visible, malgré soi. The topic of visibility is indeed one of the research hot topics in MI 

studies. 

 

Nowadays, numerous television stations actually have staff interpreters who work with press 

conferences, interviews, live reporting, and in-studio reporting. Media interpreters work in all 

forms of media: television, radio, and film. The largest demand for MI comes from the news 

arena. In the literature, MI has been defined as one of the most challenging, tiring, and 

demanding types of interpreting. Television MI involves simultaneous interpretation with no 

lag. The interpreter must exercise exceptionally fluent delivery, a trained and steady voice, a 

clear message, and the final rendition must be very much like dubbing. One can thus infer that 

parameters such as pleasant voice, flawless diction, and lack of accent are of the uttermost 

importance in MI, even more so, if possible, than in conference or community interpreting. 

 

Over the last few decades, an increasing number of scholars researched MI. However, most 

efforts have been conducted amongst Western scholars. Our volume aims at uniting a plurality 

of diverse voices conducting research on MI in different countries and regions around the globe. 

 



We believe that an international, dynamic, and interdisciplinary exploration of matters related 

to MI, including radio interpreting, TV interpreting, film interpreting, news interpreting, live 

talk-show interpreting, etc. will provide valuable insights for anyone who wishes to have a better 

understanding of the relationship between MI and the broader realm of Translation and 

Interpreting Studies, as well as the main challenges that media interpreters face. For this purpose, 

we especially welcome contributions, based on different research methodologies (qualitative, 

quantitative, corpus-based, case studies, etc.), including, but not limited to: 

 

⚫ (In)visibility of interpreters in the media 

⚫ Code of MI ethics 

⚫ Culture in MI 

⚫ Interactions and participation frameworks in MI 

⚫ Interpreting at award ceremonies 

⚫ Interpreting in live television coverage 

⚫ Interpreting in mass media broadcasts 

⚫ Media interpreters via phone  

⚫ MI in different countries and regions 

⚫ News interpreting 

⚫ Phone interpreting 

⚫ Physiological stress responses in MI 

⚫ Radio interpreting 

⚫ Roles and responsibilities of media interpreters 

⚫ Simultaneous film interpreting 

⚫ Simultaneous interpreting for the media 

⚫ Strategies used by media interpreters 

⚫ Talk-show interpreting 

⚫ Technical issues in MI 

⚫ Television interpreting 

 

For more information regarding our publisher please contact the editorial team. Please submit 

a 300-word abstract, to the following address: 

 

mintstud2021@gmail.com 

 

You will receive notifications of acceptance of abstracts on or before January 15, 2021. If your 

proposal is accepted, you will be requested to submit a complete essay (approximately 8,000-

10,000 words) by the end of June 2021. All manuscripts will be subject to a blind peer-

mailto:mintstud2021@gmail.com


review process before they are accepted for publication. More details on the paper 

submission process will be provided once your proposal has been accepted. For any 

further inquiries, please contact the editorial team at mintstud2021@gmail.com 

 

Key deadlines: 

- Abstract submission: January 10, 2021 

- Initial confirmation with a title and an abstract: January 15, 2021 

- Submission of the first draft:  June 30, 2021 (approximately 8000-10,000 words) 

- Expected publication date: Autumn 2021 

 

 

Language: English 

 

We look forward to receiving your submission. 

Kind regards, 

 

Riccardo Moratto (GDUFS) 

Li PAN (GDUFS) 
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